Charger

Power X-Car Charger 3A
Item No.: 4512113
Ident No.: 21010
Bar Code: 4006825655377
The Einhell Power X-Car Charger 3A gets rechargeable batteries from the Power X-Change system series charged up fast. With one battery and one
charger for all devices, you save considerable costs on the purchase, the universal application option protects the environment and offers flexibility.
12V socket enables charging your Power X-Change battery in the car and caravan. The 2-stage protection electronics ensure that the car starts at all
times. The intelligent charging management offers the the highest level of safety. There is a refresh mode for reactivating exhaustively discharged
batteries. All up-to-the-moment information is provided by the 7-stage charging level LED indicator.

Features & Benefits
- Universal usability for all Power X-Change rechargeable batteries
- Saving money, protecting the environment, and flexibility
- in the home and garden
- Independence from the power socket: 12V-socket enables charging
- the Power X-Change battery in the car and caravan, e.g. when
- camping in the forest or on the beach
- 2-stage protection electronics for car battery via control lights
- ensures that the car can be started at any time
- Suspension eyelets enable wall mounting in the car and caravan
- Short charging times using 3A fast charging technology
- Permanent battery monitoring for optimum charging
- Refresh mode allows deeply discharged batteries to be reactivated
- Maximum safety due to intelligent charge management
- Current information on 7-stage status LED display

Technical Data
- Output voltage
- Output current

18 V
3000 mA

Logistic Data
- Product weight (kg)
- Gross weight (kg)
- Pieces per export carton
- Gross weight of export carton
- Dimensions export carton
- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC)

0.3
0.37
24 Pieces
12.3 kg
445 x 260 x 335 mm
16488 | 35592

Illustrations can contain accessories, which are not included in standard extent of delivery
Illustration similar (in design), production-wise modifications reserved
GS mark belongs to the product itself only, excluded accessory
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